
In a medical practice, an angry patient – and some-
times a really angry patient – is apt to appear any
time.
In a business such as a fast food restaurant, anger is

minimal, because the customers don’t have high
expectations to begin with, says BOB ROSE, PhD, of
the Rose Porterfield Group, a Dallas business consult-
ing and industrial psychology organization.
But when it comes to medicine, “people are pas-

sionate” about their expectations. The services they
get affect their lives, and as a consequence, handling
anger and high emotion is part of the manager’s job
just as sure as putting up with cigarette smoke is part
of the job of bar tending.
Here’s how to handle the angry patient, and possi-

bly stave off a malpractice claim.

take that venomous call
When the receptionist says “Patient Smith is calling

and he’s really angry,” take the call.
Any manager’s first reaction is to say “tell him I’m

not in” and then call back a few hours later hoping
Smith will have calmed down by then. But the brush-
off only exacerbates the situation. Now the caller is
angry about two things – the original problem and get-
ting ignored.
Deal with Angry Patient Smith immediately, Rose

says. Don’t dodge the confrontation. The real reason
he’s calling is to solve a problem, and when there’s no
response, he loses faith in the manager as well as the
doctor’s skills.

beg off for 10 minutes
Time can cool that caller off, however. About 10

minutes is enough, and there’s an easy way to buy it.
Take the call, but maintain a pleasant tone and say

“I understand you’re upset, and I apologize for that. I
need to look at your record (or whatever) to give you
a full answer. If you can give me 10 minutes to get it,
I’ll call you right back.”
The 10-minute request is believable, because any-

(please turn to page 3)
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this month’s
idea

Ideas are part of both the agenda
and minutes of each staff meeting
Staff often have good recommendations, particularly for customer

service. So to make sure they stay on the lookout for recommenda-
tions, practice manager JACKIE ARZOOYAN of Canton Asthma &
Allergy in Canton, MI, sets aside staff meeting time for them.
The process is an easy one. When she draws up the agenda for a

meeting, Arzooyan includes a question for everybody to think about.
Usually it’s tailored to what’s going on at the time. For example, in
the winter months the office gets few new patients, so the agenda
might point that out and ask “what can we do to increase our refer-
rals?”
Everybody’s responses are documented in the minutes, and if

somebody’s suggestion is put into action, Arzooyan announces it at a
later meeting and gives the staffer a $25 gift card.
While some recommendations require evaluation and approval

from the physicians, for the most part, Arzooyan looks for ideas on
“making the office more personable so it stands out from the
crowd,” and what staff come up with are “small, usable improve-
ments.”
The practice is 30 years old and already has name recognition,

she explains, so the focus is on making patients feel “special” to the
point that they refer the office to their friends.
For example, new patients can go to the website and download

the forms for the first visit. But one staffer pointed out that many
older patients not only don’t use computers but have difficulty fill-
ing out the forms. Her recommendation was that when a new patient
doesn’t bring in completed forms, the front desk should ask “do you
need help filling this out?” and if necessary, sit down with that
patient and explain what to do.
Arzooyan finds that besides the benefit the office sees from the

recommendations, asking for and using their ideas “brings staff into
the marketing.” It gives them a sense of ownership in the office and
pride in their work.
The key to keeping the ideas coming, she says, is preparing

everybody for them in the agenda and then documenting them in the
minutes. Also, when an idea is accepted, it’s added to one of the pro-
cedure books, and often the staffer who recommended it is the one
who writes out the procedure.
Without that formality, the great idea somebody comes up with at

today’s meeting dies right there, and everybody’s logical response is
“why bother with this?”
If your office has set up a system that makes managing easier,

MOM would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical
Office Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone
404/367-1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we
write about in this column. �
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(continued from page 1)
body knows it takes a little time to locate papers. It’s
also flattering, because the manager (or physician) is
stopping everything to deal with the patient’s prob-
lem.
The little delay does two good things. It gives the

patient time to cool down, and it tells the patient the
manager is concerned about the issue and is trying to
find a solution.
Thus, by call-back time, the manager has moved

“from a defensive posture to a proactive one.” Now
instead of an argument, there’s a conversation of “we
are both working together to solve a problem” – and
the manager is in control of it.

find something to apologize for
Neutralize the anger further with an apology.
That doesn’t mean the manager has to admit to any

wrongdoing. It means instead that the manager has to
be sympathetic to the patient’s feelings and find some-
thing to apologize for, even if it’s no more than the
patient’s frustration.
An apology gives an angry person a graceful way to

back down, Rose says.
Suppose the doctor told Patient Smith last Friday

that test results wouldn’t be in until Wednesday. Smith
forgets, calls Tuesday for the results, and gets angry
that they aren’t available.
It’s easy to respond to that with “I told you last

week the results wouldn’t be back until Wednesday.”
But it’s not going to resolve the issue. It’s only going
to embarrass the patient and spur on the anger.
Stay calm. Be sympathetic. And come up with

something to apologize about: “I’m sorry. I know you
must be frantic to get those results. You may not
remember, but I told you last week that it would be
Wednesday before we could hear anything. I apolo-
gize if I didn’t make that clear.”
On the other hand, he says, if the patient is right,

take responsibility for being wrong. When somebody
is angry and rightfully so, “fess up to it.”
The patient may not be pleased, but the alternative

is worse. When somebody denies an obvious mistake
or broken responsibility, the anger can reach the boil-
ing point – and a malpractice suit.

sidling up to the patient
When the angry patient is in the office, just a

change in the seating can often stop the fray.
Suppose there’s a disagreement about a bill. More

than likely, manager and patient “are sitting across the
desk from each other,” Rose says. They’re also glaring
at each other.
Instead of getting into a staring contest, walk

around, pull up a chair next to the patient, and sit
down to discuss the situation.
Sitting side by side does just what the words say –

it puts both persons on the same side. It quells the
emotion. Now the two are on the same page trying to
solve the same problem.
He cites a time in his own office when a client who

was sitting across from him got angry to the point of
pounding his fist on the table. Rose walked around the
table, sat down in the chair next to the man, and said
“what needs to happen here? What do we need to do
to solve this problem?”
The goal at that point is to find out exactly what

that other person is upset about and figure out a way
to take care of it.

the rule of two e-mails
Anger often comes from communication errors,

Rose says. And the place where communication most
easily falters is e-mail.
When somebody calls and says “I didn’t get X from

you,” the other person can voice “what?” in a way that
shows genuine concern. But in an e-mail, that’s likely
to be written as “WHAT???” and the other person may
well read it as a rude you’re-wrong answer. And the
fight is on.
To keep e-mails civil, follow “the two-e-mail rule.”

When someone expresses even a minor concern in an
e-mail, respond no more than twice. If the matter isn’t
resolved at that point, it’s time to stop writing and
start talking.
Send a final e-mail of “we’re getting off on a wrong

tangent here. I think we need to stop e-mailing about
this and arrange a time to talk.”

two more points about anger
Rose adds two more elements about managing a

patient’s anger
First, rarely is somebody’s anger caused by a single

issue. Almost always, it’s been building up over a

by john chase

Oh wait! The doctor has flagged
your next appointment.
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number of issues, and what the patient mentions is
just the tip of the iceberg.
Any display of anger is a sure indication that the

patient is and has been dissatisfied with a lot of things
for a long time.
And second, there’s a good side to getting a call

from an angry patient. Somebody who says “I didn’t
like the way you did this” was angry before making
the call. Take that statement as a fire alarm: the bad
news is that there’s a fire; the good news is that now
the manager knows about it and can put it out.
Far more damaging is the patient who seethes in

silence and then just doesn’t pay the bill – and maybe
calls an attorney. �

Three EHR points, and one
is that only10% of doctors
are in line for the bonuses
Three points about electronic health reacords or

EHRs:
First, Medicare has announced that in May it will

have a system in place for managers to register multi-
ple doctors and other providers for the EHR incen-
tives.
Right now, however, that’s not possible. In fact,

managers are not even supposed to be doing any reg-
istering at all, and Medicare is saying so in rather
strong language. It says that doctors “are NOT permit-
ted to allow a practice manager or any other person to
register in their place.” They are supposed to do their
own registering.
The registration site is http://www.cms.gov/EHR

IncentivePrograms/01_Overview.asp#TopOfPage.
Second, it’s Medicare or Medicaid EHR, but not

both.
Not all states have their programs in place yet,

however. The ones that do are listed on the registra-
tion website. Select “Medicaid” on the registration
screen, and the states that are ready appear in a drop-
down menu.
Third, a new study by the CDC says that 50.7% of

physicians are now using some type of EHR system
in their offices.
One reason for the growing number, the CDC says,

is that most younger doctors are using EHRs while the
older EHR-resistant doctors are retiring.
Another is Medicare’s incentive program for mean-

ingful use, which gives doctors up to $44,000 for
using EHRs.
But the glowing numbers are dimmed by the fact

that very few doctors are in line to get the meaningful

use payments. In fact, only about 10% of doctors say
they have systems that meet the meaningful use
requirements. The others say they have basic systems
that can do, for example, electronic prescribing but
little more. �

question #1:
The who, when, and what
of the new home health rule
Question: Does the new face-to-face requirement

for home health care certification apply to Medicare
Advantage plans or only to Medicare fee-for-service?
Also, does it apply to patients who are currently
receiving home care or only to patients who start
home care this year?
Submitted by SHARON HUNTER, office manag-

er, Granbury Internal Medicine Associates, Granbury,
TX.
Answer: Home health is now under a new law that

says the doctor who certifies a patient for home care
must first see that patient face-to-face.
The visit documentation has to be part of the certi-

fication form or an addendum to it. It must explain
how the clinical condition at the time of the visit sup-
ports homebound status and requires skilled services.
The purpose is to make sure the home care order is

based on current knowledge of the patient’s condition.
There are a number of facts managers need to be

aware of about the new requirement. Here are the
answers to the two questions above plus a lot more.

THE PATIENTS IT COVERS

• Is the face-to-face visit required for patients in
Medicare Advantage plans?
No, it’s necessary only for Medicare fee-for-service

patients.

WHEN IT STARTS

• Does the face-to-face requirement apply only to
patients who start home care April 1 and later, or
does it affect patients already receiving home care?
It applies to certifications beginning April 1. And

reader
questions
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note right above that the date has been delayed a bit –
from January 1 to April 1.
It does not apply to recertifications, or patients who

are already certified for home care.

THE FACE-TO-FACE VISIT

• Does the visit always have to be done by the
physician?
No. There are two exceptions to how the visit must

be conducted.
First, a nonphysician practitioner who works for or

in collaboration with the physician can be the one who
sees the patient.
And second, in rural areas, face-to-face encounters

can be done via telehealth from an approved site.

THE TIME LIMITS

• When does the visit have to occur?
To qualify for Medicare coverage, the visit has to

take place no more than 90 days before the home care
starts.
When home care is required for a new condition

that was not evident during a recent visit, the face-to-
face visit has to occur within 30 days after the care
starts.

• If the face-to-face encounter doesn’t occur until,
say, day 33 of the home care, will the home care
agency get paid for the first 30 days?
No. If the certification requirement is not complet-

ed during the required time, the agency cannot bill.

THE DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

• If the required information is in other documenta-
tion such as a discharge summary, will that suffice as
an addendum to the certification?
No. The documentation has to be either part of the

certification form or attached to it as an addendum.

• Does the documentation have to state specifically
that the patient is homebound and that skilled care is
needed, or is it enough just to give the clinical find-
ings at the visit?
The clinical findings alone are not enough. The

doctor has to go further and explain why the medical

condition forces the patient to be homebound and
requires skilled services.

• Does the doctor have to use any particular form
for the certification?
No. Any format is fine. For example, it’s permissi-

ble to use just a simple form that essentially says “I
had a face-to-face encounter on (date), and the clini-
cal findings support home health eligibility because
(reason).”
The only specific documentation requirement is that

the doctor explain how the clinical findings support
the homebound status plus the need for skilled in-
home services.

• Can the documentation and doctor’s signature be
submitted electronically?
Yes. But make sure the documentation is part of or

an addendum to the certification.

• Is it okay to use an EMR drop-down menu to doc-
ument the face-to-face encounter?
Yes. But again, make sure the documentation is part

of the certification or a signed addendum to it.

WHO DOES THE DOCUMENTING?

• If a hospital doctor documents the encounter and
the primary care doctor completes the plan of care,
which one can bill for the certification?
The doctor who does the actual certifying is the one

who bills for the certification, and in this case, that’s
the hospital doctor.

• Can a doctor document the face-to-face encounter
and certify the eligibility based on information
received from another physician who saw the patient,
such as the attending hospital physician?
No. Only the certifying physician can perform the

face-to-face encounter. Thus, if the attending physi-
cian documents the encounter, that same physician
also has to certify the eligibility.

• Can a resident conduct the face-to-face en-
counter?
No. Only the certifying physician can do that.

What’s more, the certifying physician must be
enrolled in Medicare.

• Can a home health agency get verbal information
from the doctor about the encounter and then send it
to the doctor for signature?
No, that’s not sufficient.
The doctor has to do the documenting – and it has

to be done in the doctor’s own words.

• Do the plan of care and the certification have to
be signed by the same physician?
In the past, that was the requirement. However,

there is some leeway now.
The one-physician rule no longer applies to patients

who go directly from acute or post-acute settings to

New home health rule
delayed until April 1

Medicare has delayed its new requirement that
doctors have face-to-face encounters with
patients going to home care.
Originally, that requirement was to start

January 1. However, it now will not take effect
until April 1.
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home care. In that situation, the attending doctor or
hospitalist can document the face-to-face visit, certify
the need for home care, set the plan of care, and hand
the patient off to the regular doctor who then signs off
on the plan.
If the patient doesn’t have a primary care physician,

the attending doctor can simply describe what type of
physician should assume care for the patient at dis-
charge. �

question #2:
How are ‘welcome’ exams
and wellness visits coded?
Question: How are the new wellness visits coded?

We have heard that if a patient has had the initial
Welcome to Medicare exam, the first wellness visit
after that has to be coded as a subsequent annual visit.
Is that correct?
Submitted by DONNAMORRISSY, office manag-

er, Women’s Internal Medicine, East Greenwich, RI.
Answer: No. The first wellness visit gets coded for

what it is – the initial wellness vist. It doesn’t matter
if the patient has had the Welcome exam or not.
Starting this year, Medicare covers three types of

wellness visits. They are the Welcome to Medicare
exam, the initial wellness visit, and subsequent well-
ness visits. And one patient can have all three codes.
Here’s how to use the codes.

WELCOME TO MEDICARE EXAM
• G0402 – Welcome to Medicare exam. This code

gets used only one time, and that has to be during the
first 12 months the patient is enrolled in Medicare.
After that first year, it can’t be used at all.

ANNUALWELLNESS VISITS
The next two codes pick up where the Welcome to

Medicare exam code leaves off. They start after the
patient has been enrolled in Medicare for at least 12
months.
• G0438 – initial annual wellness visit. This code

applies whether or not the patient has had a Welcome
exam. However, if there was a Welcome exam, it must
have been more than 12 months ago.
Like the Welcome code, this is a once-in-a-lifetime

code. If it gets used twice, the claim will be denied.
Medicare only covers one initial annual wellness visit
for each patient.
• G0439 – subsequent annual wellness visit. This

is for all the other wellness visits after that initial one.
And here again, there has to be at least 12 months
between the initial visit and this one.
A point to note: don’t forget that the initial wellness

code (G0438) can be used only once per patient. So if
there has already been an initial wellness visit – even
if the patient is new to the practice and a doctor in
another practice provided it – use this subsequent
code.
Unlike the other two, this code can be used every

year. And once again, there must be at least 12 months
between visits.

what the two new codes cover
Here’s what the two new wellness visits include:

G0438 – initial wellness visit
• medical and family history
• list providers and suppliers regularly involved

in the patient’s care
• measure height, weight, BMI (or waist

circumference), BP, and other measure-
ments appropriate for the medical and
family history

• detect cognitive impairments
• review risk factors for depression
• review functional ability and safety level

based on direct observation or on a
screening questionnaire

• establish written screening schedule for the
next five to 10 years

• list risk factors and conditions, including
mental health, for which interventions
are recommended and list treatment
options with their risks and benefits

• give personalized health advice on reducing
risk factors and improving self manage-
ment and, if appropriate, refer to health
counseling services, e.g., weight loss,
physical activity, smoking cessation, fall
prevention, and nutrition

• voluntary advance care planning
G0439 – subsequent wellness visits

• update medical and family history
• update list of providers and suppliers

regularly involved in the patient’s care
• measure weight (or waist circumference),

BP, and other measurements appropriate
for the medical and family history

• detect cognitive impairments
• update the written screening schedule
• update the list of risk factors and conditions

for which interventions are recommended
or are underway

• give personalized health advice and, if
appropriate, refer to health counseling
services

• voluntary advance care planning �
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Those 2011 CPT updates
from radiology to the end
BY THERESE M. JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P
This is the final review of CPT’s 2011 updates.
In December and January, we covered the changes

to the E/M codes and also the surgery updates. Here
now are the remainder of the updates.

radiology
In radiology are five new codes.
They start with 74176-74178 for diagnostic imag-

ing, specifically, CT scans of both the abdomen and
pelvis. The first is for scans without contrast material,
the second is for scans with contrast, and the third is
for scans done without and then with contrast.
The others (76881-76882) are for diagnostic ultra-

sound, and they distinguish between complete and
limited ultrasound of the extremities. A complete
study is real-time scanning of a joint plus the muscles,
tendons, and other soft tissues whereas a limited study
covers only one element, perhaps a tendon.
Also new here are notes for radiation treatment

management (77427 to 77499). They explain the cod-
ing requirements for individual units of treatment and
outline what services the codes include.

pathology and laboratory
In this section are 16 new codes.
One of them is a simplifier. Because they were

rarely used, the gastric acid analysis codes (82926 and
82928) have been deleted and are now replaced with
82930, which shows only gastric acid analysis, each
specimen.
And of interest to OB/GYN practices is new code

84112 for placental alpha microglobulin-1, or PAMG-
1, through cervicovaginal secretion.

medicine
vaccine and toxoid administration
The medicine section has 38 new codes, and they

start with vaccine administration.
Codes 90465-90468, which covered vaccine admin-

istration for children under age 8, have been deleted

and replaced with 90460 and 90461, which apply to
ages 18 and younger. Code 90460 is for the first vac-
cine component, and 90461 is for each additional
component. They get used only if the doctor also has
face-to-face counseling with the patient.
Also new is 90470 for the administration of H1N1

immunization that includes counseling.
When there is no counseling about the vaccine –

whether H1N1 or not – use codes 90471-90472.

vaccines and toxoids
The codes here identify the vaccine, and they are

used with the administration codes.
The newcomers begin with 90644 for meningococ-

cal conjugate vaccine for babies 2 to 15 months old.
Following that are 90664 and 90666-90668 for

influenza vaccines, and they distinguish among
intranasal, preservative-free, and adjuvanted or
enhanced vaccines.
Note that all the codes here have a lightning bolt

symbol in front on them, which means they are await-
ing FDA approval. Approval comes throughout the
year, and the most recent information is found on the
website of the American Medical Association at
www.ama-assn.org.

psychiatry
At the beginning of this section are new notes

explaining what therapy and other services are includ-
ed in the E/M codes for initial consultations, follow-
up visits, and office consultations.
The new codes here are 90867-90868 for repetitive

transcranial magnetic stimulation.
That procedure was orginally covered in the

Category III codes but has now been moved to the
regular CPT codes. It involves stimulating the nerve
cells in the brain to treat depression. The treatment
lasts for about 40 minutes and is usually given five
times a week for four to six weeks. However, a note
says that the code can be used only once for the entire
course of treatment.

gastroenterology
Two new codes here.
First is 91013. It is an add-on code to 91010, which

covers motility studies to evaluate the function of the
esophagus.
Esophageal studies are often done to diagnose

heartburn or chest pain that doesn’t respond to drugs.
The new code is used when the study includes stimu-
lation or perfusion where either a probe is inserted
into the esophagus or the patient swallows a capsule.
The second new code is 91117 for colon motility

studies to evaluate the function of the colonic muscle.
Those are often done to diagnose severe systemic

constipation as well as Hirschsprung’s disease, a con-
genital condition where nerves are missing from part

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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of the bowel, resulting in reduced peristalsis and
blockage.
If the test is done with a wireless capsule, however,

use code 0242T, which is a new Category III code.

ophthalmology
The newcomers here start with 92132-92134 for

computerized scanning of the eye. They cover the
anterior and posterior segments, the optic nerve, and
the retina, respectively. Previously, that type of scan-
ning was coded in the Category III section.
Use just one code whether one eye or both eyes are

scanned.
New too are 92227-92228 for remote imaging to

detect, monitor, and manage retinal disease. That type
of screening is often done for diabetic patients.

cardiovascular
In this section are 12 new codes that have simply

been restructured and relocated. They are 93451-
93462. They cover heart catheterizations, and they
have been restructured to include the imaging supervi-
sion as well as the interpretation and report.
They also include the contrast injections. And they

distinguish right versus left versus combined catheter-
izations.
Also new are two add-on codes. The first is 93463

for drug administration during catheterization, and it
gets used only once per catheterization. The other is
93464 for exercise study.
Beyond that are codes 93563-93568 for injection

procedures during the catheterization.

neurology
In neurology are two new codes for unattended

sleep testing, or testing done at the patient’s home as
opposed to a sleep center. They are 95800-95801, both
of which have up to now been Category III codes.

hydration, chemotherapy
Last is code 96446 for chemotherapy administered

to the peritoneal cavity via an indwelling port or
catheter. The catheter is semi permanent and carries a
subcutaneous reservoir that can be refilled.

Category II and Category III
There are also a large number of Category II and

Category III codes.
The Category IIs are optional. They are quality

codes, and many of them are used in quality reporting.
The Category IIIs are mandatory. They cover new

technologies and depending on how much they get
used, they get deleted or become regular CPT codes.
Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, is

assistant professor of health information management
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and senior
consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta. �

The office’s responsibilities
for disabled job applicants
and disabled patients
The next two articles outline two issues managers

encounter with people with disabilities.
The first applies to employees – the new ADA dan-

ger spots in online job applications.
The second applies to patients – the etiquette staff,

manager, and physicians need to show to disabled
patients.

Online job applications
bring on new ADA issues
Every manager is aware of the wider doorways and

lever handles and curb cuts and so on required by the
Americans with Disabilities Act.
And every manager is aware of providing accom-

modations for employees.
But not every manager is aware of the less obvious

ADA requirements that apply to electronic job appli-
cations, says BETH LOY, PhD, principal consultant
with the Job Accommodation Network in
Morgantown, WV. The organization is a technical
assistance center on ADA compliance provided by the
US Department of Labor.

changes, but not difficult ones
The new ADA hurdle, Loy says, is in the job appli-

cation.
Many employers now require people to apply for

jobs online. Some have applications to fill out, and
some even have skills tests that applicants take online
and submit with their applications.
And the ADA problem is that “on-line application

systems are not necessarily accessible to people with
different types of disabilities.”
A process that involves an audio message, for

example, can discriminate against people with hearing
impairments.
Or a requirement to make a phone call can exclude

hearing and speech impaired people who are limited to
TTY, or teletypewriter phones.
Or a timed on-line test can discriminate against

someone with a disability that requires more time for
test taking.
There can be further violation if the application

isn’t accessible to people who use screen readers that
turn text into speech or Braille.
To keep ADA safe, the office has to provide ways

disabilities and employees
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for disabled persons to participate in the application
process on the same level with people who are not dis-
abled, she says.
But that needn’t create a hardship. And the changes

aren’t difficult to make. An accommodation can be as
simple as including a statement that people can mail
in their applications or giving people the option of
taking a timed test in the office with whatever accom-
modations are needed.
All the office has to do is think of what might

impede somebody’s application efforts and set up the
website so that everybody – disabled or not – can
apply for the job.

a broad, safe statement
Beyond the online application, the office has to

make the interview itself accessible to disabled peo-
ple, Loy says, and in that respect, the application
needs to include a notice that anybody who needs an
accommodation for the interview should notify the
manager.
Think past the obvious such as wheelchair accom-

modations. The interview has to be available as well
to applicants with disabilities such as cognitive limita-
tions, communication problems, and even fatigue
resulting from medical treatments.
And beware. The notice has to be broad so nobody

can claim it’s another way of asking if someone has a
disability. Simply say that all applicants should let the
office know if accommodations are needed for the
interview.

medical questions can be tricky
Another caution: be careful that no candidate gets

asked a medical question. And that’s not as easy as it
sounds.
Under the ADA, an employer can’t ask any disabili-

ty-related question before an offer of employment is
given. Neither can an employer ask questions on the
application that would elicit information about a dis-
ability.
While everybody knows not to ask if an applicant

has a physical or mental impairment or has received
Worker’s Compensation, Loy says, a wrong question
can get asked most innocently.
A manager trying to establish rapport with an appli-

cant in a wheelchair asks “How did that happen to
you? My brother is in a wheelchair.”
Or with an applicant who is undergoing chemother-

apy, the manager shares some common medical expe-
rience.
Or someone with a prosthesis gets asked “did you

injure your leg on the job?”
Intent doesn’t matter. The questions are still illegal.
And here’s a surprise for many employers: it’s also

an ADA violation to ask “Do you need any type of
accommodation to do this job?”
That too is an illegal medical inquiry, because “do

you need an accommodation?” is the same as “do you
have a disability?”
Phrase it instead as “can you do the essential func-

tions of this job with or without reasonable accommo-
dations?”
Make it a standard practice to ask that question with

every applicant, whether there’s an obvious disability
or not. That will defend against any claim that the
question was designed to find out if someone had a
disability.
Along with that, Loy says, the ADA recommends

listing the essential functions of the job in the adver-
tisement. That way, people know up front if they can
do the work.

Essential office etiquette
for the disabled patient
For the disabled patient (or employee), an accom-

modation isn’t enough.
Behind that disability is a normal person, albeit a

person with challenges, and the office has to treat the
individual as such, says LYDIA RAMSEY, head of
Manners That Sell, a business etiquette consulting
firm in Savannah.
Patients come to the office because of the medical

services it provides, she says. But it’s the people skills
of the staff and physicians that establish the relation-
ship with them.
Here are the basic points of disability etiquette the

office needs to follow.

don’t overdo the handshake
Overly warm handshakes and reassuring pats are

perhaps the most common area of failure, Ramsey
says.
Many people – with the best of intentions – overdo

greeting a disabled person in an effort to convey reas-
surance and acceptance.
She gives a personal example of being introduced to

a blind woman who put out her hand. Ramsey’s first
impulse was to respond with a two-handed shake. But
she realized that to do so would be demeaning. The
woman didn’t want any favors because of her blind-
ness. She expected to get the same handshake a sight-
ed woman would receive.
Any unnecessarily warm wish given because some-

body is disabled is offensive. It’s a sign of pity, “and

disabilities and patients
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that’s a put-down.” The etiquette of hand shakes and
pats on the back is the same for everybody, disabled
or otherwise.

don’t talk to the interpreter
Another failing occurs with disabled patients who

come in with aides or companions, and it is the ten-
dency to direct the conversation to the companion
instead of the patient.
“That’s a real insult to the person with the disabili-

ty,” because it recognizes the companion “as the more
capable and responsible of the two.”
The misdirected conversation is particularly offen-

sive for the patient who has a hearing or speech dis-
ability and has to talk through an interpreter. Talk with
the interpreter, but speak to and make the eye contact
with the patient. It’s the disabled person who is having
the conversation, not the interpreter.

search out the hidden obstacles
Then there’s the issue of obstacles in the office.
Look around for things that could be inconvenient

or even pose a hazard, Ramsey says. They are easy to
miss, because people who aren’t disabled tend to view
them as part of the normal environment.
Her advice is to follow the path patients take

through the office and watch for things that could get
in the way.
She gives the example of a chair placed so as to

break up a long hallway. The placement may suit the
decor and there may be no inconvenience in walking
around it, but someone who’s visually impaired could
trip over it. Or a patient in a wheelchair may not be
able to maneuver past it and will have to ask someone
to move it. Similarly, a deep carpet can be a severe
obstacle for a wheelchair user.
Think how the layout of the office could pose diffi-

culties. She gives the example of one client practice
where the reception desk was in a corner a long way
from the door. To a disabled patient, the distance from
door to desk “seemed like miles.” The layout was
especially unsuited for a medical office, because many
patients who come in are disabled.
Also, she says, to be sure the office doesn’t make

visits difficult for any patient, “don’t be short on
wheelchairs.” Anybody could come in with a tempo-
rary disability such as a knee injury and need one.

plus a few specifics
Ramsey also lists etiquette elements for specific

types of disabilities.
• Hearing impairment.
When speaking of someone who has difficulty hear-

ing, use the term hearing impaired. Use deaf only if

the person has no hearing at all. And never use deaf
and dumb, which is as bad as it sounds.
Speak slowly and clearly but no more distinctly

than is appropriate for people who aren’t hearing
impaired.
Don’t raise the voice unless the person requests it.

Without a request, the louder voice is just rude shout-
ing.
Speak directly to the individual so that person can

read the lips, and do the talking in an area where
there’s enough light for the person to see the speaker’s
face.
• Wheelchair.
The correct term is wheelchair user, not wheelchair

bound.
As for etiquette, the chair is a physical extension of

the individual. Treat it as part of the person. To touch
the chair is to touch the person.
Amazingly, that’s violated often, she says. It’s not

uncommon for people to use someone’s chair “as an
armrest or a footrest to make themselves comfort-
able.” Neither is it uncommon for people to lean on a
person’s chair.
That’s “an offensive invasion of the person’s space”

and as rude and inappropriate as using the person as a
footrest.
Another point of chair etiquette is to talk to the

patient at eye level. Standing over the chair makes it
difficult for the individual to keep looking up. It’s also
intimidating.
Sit down to talk. If there’s no place to sit, stoop

down to eye level and then start the conversation.
• Visual impairment.
Use the term visually impaired, not blind.
Don’t leave a visually impaired person in silence

wondering what’s going on. If it’s necessary to turn to
the computer to find something or to review a chart,
explain what’s going on, perhaps “I’m going to read
this document now” or “give me a moment while I
write this out.”
With no explanation, the patient may feel ignored

or think the other person has walked away.
• Speech impediment.
If what’s said isn’t understood, ask the patient to

repeat it. Everybody wants to be understood, Ramsey
says.
Simply say “I’m sorry I did not understand that.”

And if it’s impossible to understand the repeat, ask
“I’m sorry. I don’t understand. May I ask you to write
that down for me?”
• And no matter what the disability, speak to the

patient in a normal voice.
Don’t change the voice tone and don’t simplify the

message. No matter how severe the disability, to do
that is to treat the patient like a child or like some-
body with a mental impairment. �
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When firing a staffer,
the concern is safety
– both physical and legal
Besides being unpleasant, firing a staffer is danger-

ous.
There are two concerns, says employment law attor-

ney DENISE I. MURPHY of Rubin and Rudman in
Boston.
Of first importance is the physical safety of the

manager and everybody else in the office.
Of second importance is legal safety. The manager

has to minimize the risk of a claim of wrongful termi-
nation, discrimination, or wage and hour violation.
“There’s no need to buy a lawsuit.”

you’re fired; we’re sued
The first concern is how to set up the you’re-fired

meeting, and there the concerns are invasion of priva-
cy and protection of the office’s computer informa-
tion, Murphy says.
To stand in the middle of the office and scream out

“you’re fired!” is the same as talking about a person-
nel matter in public. It’s a privacy invasion. It disclos-
es personnel record information, and most states do
not allow that without written authorization.
The same can even hold true for saying within

earshot of other staff “come to my office at 5:00 p.m.”
That’s a clear signal that things are going south, “and
now everybody knows it.”
The best way to commence the firing meeting is to

call the staffer on the phone and say “I’m in Room A.
Can you come in here?”
That’s safe all around.
Because the call is private, the office has legal pro-

tection.
And because the meeting is immediate, there’s no

time for the staffer to copy or damage any data, partic-
ularly the patient information.
For additional technology safety, she adds, before

making the call, bar the individual’s access to the
computer. Then after the firing, tell the staffer that if
there is personal information on the system, the office
will send it later.

the setting and the seating
For the meeting itself, the most serious concern is

physical safety.
Hearing “you’re fired” is deeply disturbing to any-

body, and employees respond in all sorts of ways.
“Some cry, some yell, some get angry, and some don’t
react at all.”
Thus the best setting for the meeting is a neutral

one such as a conference room – with another person
there as a witness and “an added measure of protec-
tion” should the staffer become violent.
Also important is the seating arrangement. Seat the

fired staffer farthest away from the door. The manager
and witness should then sit closest to the door “so
they can get to it first” if violence erupts.

be honest about the reason
As for the conversation, be professional and truth-

ful. Lay out the real reason for the firing.
Don’t take the easy way out with “business is slow

and we just don’t need you anymore.” If the staffer is
in a protected class and if it’s obvious business hasn’t
slowed down, in walks a claim of discrimination.
Suppose the reason for the firing is unacceptable

grooming. It’s not necessary to be as brutally frank as
“you’re a slob.” But don’t skirt the truth either.
Tell the staffer “as you know, we talked on (dates)

when you came in inappropriately dressed, and I
explained what appearance is required in the office.
You have failed to meet that requirement, and we need
to let you go, effective immediately.”
Answer whatever reasonable questions the staffer

asks, “but don’t get into excessive detail,” Murphy
says. For example, if the response is “I didn’t realize
that you really meant it,” point out what was said ear-
lier and stop there.
Keep the meeting short and say as little as possible.

It’s also a good idea to write out what was said and
what happened at the meeting. But be aware “that the
notes are discoverable.”

a paycheck with no promises
Two legal points at this time: give the final pay-

check at the meeting and don’t promise unemploy-
ment compensation.
As to the paycheck, Murphy says, except for on-

the-spot firings, most states require that the employer
“provide it on the day of termination.”
The check also has to cover everything the employ-

ee is entitled to, and usually earned vacation pay is
considered wages and therefore has to be included. To
do otherwise is to violate wage and hour require-
ments, and if that happens, the office can be liable for
damages and attorney’s fees and even face criminal
charges.
As to unemployment compensation, never say the

employee can collect it.
Many managers do that, again to soften the blow.

But whether an employee is eligible for it is not the
employer’s decision but something the state deter-
mines.
If the manager promises it and it turns out the

staffer isn’t eligible, “it looks like the office lied. And



people who have been lied to are people who sue.”
And even if the claim is defensible, she notes, “the
office still has to spend a lot of money defending
itself.”
The safest approach is to send the staffer a letter

confirming the discussion and outlining what may be
available, for example, “Because of the circumstances
we discussed, you are terminated effective immediate-
ly. We have provided you with the final paycheck and
we will send you information about COBRA and
unemployment compensation (and whatever else the
office offers).”
That doesn’t say the staffer is eligible for any of

those benefits. It just says “here’s how to find out if
you are.”

don’t get too compassionate
Also important is to recognize the devastating

effects a firing can have on an employee and show
compassion, Murphy says.
Just don’t show too much of it.
Many managers turn to platitudes such as “we have

enjoyed having you here” or “we value what you have
done for us.”
Neither of those statements is true or the firing

wouldn’t be taking place, and the staffer’s thinking is
going to be “If they liked what I’ve done, then why
are they firing me? Is it because I’m (female or old or
whatever)?”
The picture gets even worse if the manager recog-

nizes some hardship such as “we understand you just
came back from open heart surgery” or “we know
your spouse is out of work.”
What the staffer hears is “we know this is going to

be extremely hard on you, but we’re going to termi-
nate you anyway.” That’s enough to make anybody
angry and also enough to make anybody think
thoughts such as “they’re firing me because I took
sick leave. I wonder if I have a claim.”

no free severance pay
As to severance, Murphy’s advice is to offer it

“only in exchange for a release” of claims against the
office.
But be aware of the state and federal laws that

apply. For example, an employee over age 40 has to
be given time to consider any offer that includes a
release plus even more time after accepting it to
revoke it.
And to make sure the employee is aware of that, the

employer needs to tell the person in writing to get
legal advice before accepting the offer.

out the door with no reentry
Another point of physical safety is protecting the

office, particularly the data. Make it a rule that all
fired employees have to leave immediately. Either
accompany the staffer back to the desk to pick up per-
sonal belongings or say that the office will send them
later.
But never allow anybody to come back after hours

to pack up.
Again, people react to firings with emotion. The

extra time is time enough to get depressed or angry
and maybe get high or maybe get drunk – or maybe
pick up a weapon.

a silent departure
The final question of firing is how to tell everybody

else that the staffer is not coming back. And Murphy’s
advice is to say no more than “Staffer A is no longer
with us.”
Again, the issue is privacy invasion. Never tell any

body outside management the reason for the firing. To
do so is to release personnel information without per-
mission. �
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